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Relational databases have been around now for more than 20 years. In their early days, performance problems were widespread due to limited hardware resources and immature optimizers, and so performance was a priority consideration. The situation is very different nowadays; hardware and software have advanced beyond all recognition. It’s hardly surprising that performance is now assumed to be able to take care of itself! But the reality is that despite the huge growth in resources, even greater growth has been seen in the amount of information that is now available and what needs to be done with this information. Additionally, one crucial aspect of the hardware has not kept pace with the times: Disks have certainly become larger and incredibly cheap, but they are still relatively slow with regards to their ability to directly access data. Consequently many of the old problems haven’t actually gone away—they have just changed their appearance. Some of these problems can have enormous implications—stories abound of “simple” queries that might have been expected to take a fraction of a second appear to be quite happy to take several minutes or even longer; this despite all the books that tell us how to code queries properly and how to organize the tables and what rules to follow to put the right columns into the indexes. So it is abundantly clear that there is a need for a book that goes beyond the usual boundaries and really starts to think about why so many people are still having so many problems today.

To address this need, we believe we must focus on two issues. First, the part of the relational system (called the SQL optimizer) that has to decide how to find the required information in the most efficient way, and secondly how the indexes and tables are then scanned. We want to try to put ourselves in the optimizer’s place; perhaps if we understood why it might have problems, we might be able to do things differently. Fortunately it is quite surprising how little we really need to understand about the optimizers, but what there is though is remarkably important. Likewise, a very important way in which this book differs from other books in its field, is that we will not be providing a massive list of rules and syntax to use for coding SQL and designing tables or even indexes. This is not a reference book to show exactly which SQL WHERE clause should be used, or what syntax should be employed, for every conceivable situation. If we tried to follow a long list of complicated, ambiguous, and possibly incomplete instructions, we would be following all the others who have already trod the same path. If on the other hand we appreciate the impact of what we are asking the relational system to undertake and how we can influence that impact, we will be able to understand, control, minimize, or avoid the problems being encountered.
The second objective of this book is to show how we can use this knowledge to quantify the work being performed in terms of CPU and elapsed time. Only in this way can we truly judge the success of our index and table design; we need to use actual figures to show what the optimizer would think, how long the scans would take, and what modifications would be required to provide satisfactory performance. But most importantly, we have to be able to do this quickly and easily; this in turn means that it is vital to focus on the few really major issues, not on the relatively unimportant detail under which many people drown. This is key—to focus on a very few, crucially important areas—and to be able to say how long it would take or how much it would cost.

We have also one further advantage to offer, which again arises as a result of focusing on what really matters. For those who may be working with more than one relational product (even from the same vendor), instead of reading and digesting multiple sets of widely varying rules and recommendations, we are using a single common approach which is applicable to all relational products. All “genuine” relational systems have an optimizer that has the same job to do; they all have to make decisions and then scan indexes and tables. They all do these things in a startlingly similar way (although they have their own way of describing them). There are, of course, some differences between them, but we can handle this with little difficulty.

The audience for which this book is intended, is quite literally, anyone who feels it is to his or her benefit to know something about SQL performance or about how to design tables and indexes effectively, as well as those having a direct responsibility for designing indexes, anyone coding SQL statements as queries or as part of application programs, and those who are responsible for maintaining the relational data and the relational environment. All will benefit to a varying degree if they feel some responsibility for the performance effects of what they are doing.

Finally, a word regarding the background that would be appropriate to the readers of this book. A knowledge of SQL, the relational language, is assumed. A general understanding of computer systems will probably already be in place if one is even considering a book such as this. Other than that, perhaps the most important quality that would help the reader would be a natural curiosity and interest in how things work—and a desire to want to do things better. At the other extreme, there are also two categories of the large number of people with many years of experience in relational systems who might feel they would benefit; first those who have managed pretty well over the years with the detailed rule books and would like to relax a little more by understanding why these rules apply; second, those who have already been using the techniques described in this book for many years but who have not appreciated the implications that have been brought into play by the introduction of the new world hardware.

Most of the ideas and techniques used in this book are original and consequently few external references will be found to other publications and authors. On the other hand, as is always the case in the production of a book such as this,
we are greatly indebted to numerous friends and colleagues who have assisted in so many ways and provided so much encouragement. In particular we would like to thank Matti Ståhl for his detailed input and critical but extremely helpful advice throughout the development of the book; Lennart Henäng, Ari Hovi, Marja Kärmeniemi, Timo Raitalaakso for their invaluable assistance and reviews, and Akira Shibamiya for his original work on relational performance formulae. In addition we are indebted to scores of students and dozens of database consultants for providing an insight into their real live problems and solutions. Finally, a very special thanks go to Meta and Lyn without whose encouragement and support this book would never have been completed; Meta also brilliantly encapsulated the heart of the book in her special design for the bookcover. Solutions to the end-of-chapter exercises and other materials relating to this text can be found at this ftp address: ftp://ftp.wiley.com/public/sci_tech_med/relational_database/.
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Smlednik, Slovenia
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Chapter 1

Introduction

- To understand how SQL optimizers decide what table and index scans should be performed to process SQL statements as efficiently as possible
- To be able to quantify the work being done during these scans to enable satisfactory index design
- Type and background of audience for whom the book is written
- Initial thoughts on the major reasons for inadequate indexing
- Systematic index design.

ANOTHER BOOK ABOUT SQL PERFORMANCE!

Relational databases have been around now for over 20 years, and that’s precisely how long performance problems have been around too—and yet here is another book on the subject. It’s true that this book focuses on the index design aspects of performance; however, some of the other books consider this area to a greater or lesser extent. But then a lot of these books have been around for over 20 years, and the problems still keep on coming. So perhaps there is a need for a book that goes beyond the usual boundaries and starts to think about why so many people are still having so many problems.

It’s certainly true that the world of relational database systems is a very complex one—it has to be if one reflects on what really has to be done to satisfy SQL statements. The irony is that the SQL is so beautifully simple to write; the concept of tables and rows and columns is so easy to understand. Yet we could be searching for huge amounts of information from vast sources of data held all over the world—and we don’t even need to know where it is or how it can be found. Neither do we have to worry about how long it’s going to take or how much it’s going to cost. It all seems like magic. Maybe that’s part of the problem—it’s too easy; but then of course, it should be so easy.

We still recognize that problems will arise—and huge problems at that. Stories abound of “simple” queries that might have been expected to take a fraction of a second appear to be quite happy to take several minutes or even longer. But then, we have all these books, and they tell us how to code the query
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properly and how to organize the table and what rules to follow to put the right columns into the index—and often it works. But we still seem to continue to have performance problems, despite the fact that many of these books are really very good, and their authors really know what they are talking about.

Of particular interest to us in this book is the part of the relational system (called the SQL optimizer) that decides how to find all the information required in the most efficient way it can. In an ideal world, we wouldn’t even need to know it exists, and indeed most people are quite happy to leave it that way! Having made this decision, the optimizer directs scans of indexes and tables to find our data. In order to understand what’s going through the optimizer’s mind, we will also need to appreciate what is involved in these scans.

So what we want to do in this book is first to try to put ourselves in the optimizer’s place; how it decides what table and index scans should be performed to process SQL statements as efficiently as possible. Perhaps if we understand why it might have problems, we could do things differently; not by simply following a myriad of incredibly complex rules that, even if we can understand them might or might not apply, but by understanding what it is trying to do.

A major concern that one might reasonably be expected to have on hearing this is that it would appear to be too complex or even out of the question. But it is quite surprising how little we really need to understand; what there is, though, is incredibly important.

Likewise, perhaps the first, and arguably the most important, difference this book has from other books in its field is that we will not be providing a massive list of rules and syntax to use for coding SQL and designing tables or even indexes. This is not a reference book to show exactly which SQL WHERE clause should be used, or what syntax should be employed, for every conceivable situation. If we try to follow a long list of complicated, ambiguous, and possibly even incomplete instructions, we will be following all the others who have already trod the same path. If on the other hand we understand the impact of what we are asking the relational system to undertake, and how we can influence that impact, we will be able to understand, avoid, minimize, and control the problems being encountered.

A second objective of this book is to show how we can use this knowledge to quantify the work being performed. Only in this way can we truly judge the success of our index design; we need to be able to use actual figures to show what the optimizer would think, how long the scans would take, and what modifications would be required to provide satisfactory performance. But most importantly, we have to be able to do this quickly and easily; this in turn means that it is vital to focus on a few major issues, not on the relatively unimportant detail under which many people drown. This is key—to focus on a very few, crucially important issues—and to be able to say how long it would take or how much it would cost.

We have also one further advantage to offer, which again arises as a result of focusing on what really matters. For those who may be working with more than one relational product (even from the same vendor), instead of needing to read
and digest multiple sets of widely varying rules and recommendations, we are using a single common approach that is applicable to all relational products. All “genuine” relational systems have an optimizer that has the same job to do; they all have to scan indexes and tables. They all do these things in a startlingly similar way (although they have their own way of describing them). There are, of course, some differences between them, but we can handle this with little difficulty.

It is for exactly the same reason that the audience for which this book is intended is, quite literally, anyone who feels it is to his or her benefit to know something about SQL performance or about how to design indexes effectively. Those having a direct responsibility for designing indexes, anyone coding SQL statements as queries or as part of application programs, and those who are responsible for maintaining the relational data and the relational environment will all benefit to a varying degree if they feel some responsibility for the performance effects of what they are doing.

Finally, a word regarding the background that would be appropriate to the readers of this book. A knowledge of SQL, the relational language, is assumed; fortunately this knowledge can easily be obtained from the wealth of material available today. A general understanding of computer systems will probably already be in place if one is even considering a book such as this. Other than that, perhaps the most important quality that would help the reader would be a natural curiosity and interest in how things work—and a desire to want to do things better. At the other extreme, there are also two categories of the many people with well over 20 years of experience in relational systems who might feel they would benefit; first, those who have managed pretty well over the years with the detailed rule books and would like to relax a little more by understanding why these rules apply; second, those who have already been using the techniques described in this book for many years. The reason why they may well be interested now is that over the years hardware has progressed beyond all recognition. The problems of yesteryear are no longer the problems of today. But still the problems keep on coming!

We will begin our discussion by reflecting on why, so often, indexing is still the source of so many problems.

**INADEQUATE INDEXING**

---

*Important Note*

The following discussion makes use of some concepts and terminology used in relational database systems and disk subsystems. If the reader has little or no background in these areas, this chapter may be read at this time at a superficial level only, bypassing some of the more technical details that are provided to justify the statements and conclusions made. More detail on these areas will be found in Chapters 2, 3, and 4.
Chapter 1 Introduction

For many years, inadequate indexing has been the most common cause of performance disappointments. The most widespread problem appears to be that indexes do not have sufficient columns to support all the predicates of a WHERE clause. Frequently, there are not enough indexes on a table; some SELECTs may have no useful index; sometimes an index has the right columns but in the wrong order.

It is relatively easy to improve the indexing of a relational database because no program changes are required. However, a change to a production system always carries some risk. Furthermore, while a new index is being created, update programs may experience long waits because they are not able to update a table being scanned for a CREATE INDEX. For these reasons, and, of course, to achieve acceptable performance from the first production day of a new application, indexing should be in fairly good shape before production starts. Indexing should then be finalized soon after cutover, without the need for numerous experiments.

Database indexes have been around for decades, so why is the average quality of indexing still so poor? One reason is perhaps because many people assume that, with the huge processing and storage capacity now available, it is no longer necessary to worry about the performance of seemingly simple SQL. Another reason may be that few people even think about the issue at all. Even then, for those who do, the fault can often be laid at the door of numerous relational database textbooks and educational courses. Browsing through the library of relational database management system (DBMS) books will quite possibly lead to the following assessment:

- The index design topics are short, perhaps only a few pages.
- The negative side effects of indexes are emphasized; indexes consume disk space and they make inserts, updates, and deletes slower.
- Index design guidelines are vague and sometimes questionable. Some writers recommend indexing all restrictive columns. Others claim that index design is an art that can only be mastered through trial and error.
- Little or no attempt is made to provide a simple but effective approach to the whole process of index design.

Many of these warnings about the cost of indexes are a legacy from the 1980s when storage, both disk and semiconductor, was significantly more expensive than it is today.

MYTHS AND MISCONCEPTIONS

Even recent books, such as one published as late as 2002 (1), suggest that only the root page of a B-tree index will normally stay in memory. This was an appropriate assumption 20 years ago, when memory was typically so small that the database buffer pool could contain only a few hundred pages, perhaps less than a megabyte. Today, the size of the database buffer pools may be hundreds
of thousands of pages, one gigabyte (GB) or more; the read caches of disk servers are typically even larger—64 GB, for instance. Although databases have grown as disk storage has become cheaper, it is now realistic to assume that all the nonleaf pages of a B-tree index will usually remain in memory or the read cache. Only the leaf pages will normally need to be read from a disk drive; this, of course, makes index maintenance much faster.

The assumption only root pages stay in memory leads to many obsolete and dangerous recommendations, of which the following are just a few examples.

**Myth 1: No More Than Five Index Levels**

This recommendation is often made in relational literature, usually based on the assumption that only root pages stay in memory. With current processors even when all nonleaf pages are in the database buffer pool, each index level could add as much as 50 microseconds (µs) of central processing unit (CPU) time to an index scan. If a nonleaf page is not in the database buffer pool, but is found in the read cache of the disk server, the elapsed time for reading the page may be about 1 millisecond (ms). These values should be contrasted with the time taken by a random read from a disk drive, perhaps 10 ms. To see what this effectively means, we will take a simple illustration.

The index shown in Figure 1.1 corresponds to a 100-million-row table. There are 100 million index rows with an average length of 100 bytes. Taking the distributed free space into account, there are 35 index rows per leaf page. If the DBMS does not truncate the index keys in the nonleaf pages, the number of index entries in these pages is also 35.

The probable distribution of these pages as shown in Figure 1.1, together with their size, can be deduced as follows:

![Figure 1.1](image_url)  
**Figure 1.1** Large index with six levels.
• The index in total holds about 3,000,000 4 K pages, which requires 12 GB of disk space.
• The total size of the leaf pages is 2,900,000 × 4 K, which is almost 12 GB. It is reasonable to assume that these will normally be read from a disk drive (10 ms).
• The size of the next level is 83,000 × 4 K, which is 332 megabytes (MB); if the index is actively used, then these pages may stay in the read cache (perhaps 64 GB in size) of the disk server, if not in the database buffer pool (say 4 GB for index pages).
• The upper levels, roughly 2500 × 4 K = 10 MB, will almost certainly remain in the database buffer pool.

Accessing any of these 100,000,000 index rows in this six-level index will then take between 10 and 20 ms. This is true even if many index rows have been added and the index is disorganized, but more about this in Chapter 11. Consequently, it makes little sense to set arbitrary limits to the number of levels.

Myth 2: No More Than Six Indexes per Table

In its positive attitude toward indexes, the Oracle SQL Tuning Pocket Reference (2) by Mark Gurry is an agreeable exception to the comments made earlier. As the title implies, the book focuses on helping the Oracle 9i optimizers, but it also criticizes standards that set an upper limit for the number of indexes per table on page 63:

I have visited sites which have a standard in place that no table can have more than six indexes. This will often cause almost all SQL statements to run beautifully, but a handful of statements to run badly, and indexes can’t be added because there are already six on the table.

... My recommendation is to avoid rules stating a site will not have any more than a certain number of indexes.

... The bottom line is that all SQL statements must run acceptably. There is ALWAYS a way to achieve this. If it requires 10 indexes on a table, then you should put 10 indexes on the table.

Myth 3: Volatile Columns Should Not Be Indexed

Index rows are held in key sequence, so when one of the columns is updated, the DBMS may have to move the corresponding row from its old position in the index to its new position, to maintain this sequence. This new position may be in the same leaf page, in which case only the one page is affected. However, particularly if the modified key is the first or only column, the new index row may have to be moved to a different leaf page; the DBMS must then update two leaf pages. Twenty years ago, this might have required six random disk reads if
the index had four levels; three for the original, two nonleaf and one leaf, together with a further three for the new. When a random disk read took 30 ms, moving one index row could add $6 \times 30 \text{ ms} = 180 \text{ ms}$ to the response time of the update transaction. It is hardly surprising that volatile columns were seldom indexed.

These days when *three levels* of a four-level index, the nonleaf pages, stay in memory and a random read from a disk drive takes 10 ms, the corresponding time becomes $2 \times 10 \text{ ms} = 20 \text{ ms}$. Furthermore, many indexes are multicolumn indexes, called *compound* or *composite* indexes, which often contain columns that make the index key unique. When a volatile column is the last column of such an index, updating this volatile column *never* causes a move to another leaf page; consequently, with current disks, updating the volatile column adds only 10 ms to the response time of the update transaction.

**Example**

A few years ago, the DBAs of a well-tuned DB2 installation having an average local response time of 0.2 s, started transaction-level exception monitoring. Immediately, they noticed that a simple browsing transaction regularly took more than 30 s; the longest observed local response time was a couple of minutes. They quickly traced the problem to inadequate indexing on a 2-million-row table. Two problems were diagnosed:

- A volatile column STATUS, updated up to twice a second, was absent from the index, although it was an *obvious essential requirement*. A predicate using the column STATUS was ANDed to five other predicates in the WHERE clause.
- An ORDER BY required a sort of the result rows.

*These two index design decisions had been made consciously, based on widely used recommendations.* The column STATUS was much more volatile than most of the other columns in this installation. This is why the DBAs had not dared to include it in the index. They were also afraid that an extra index, which would have eliminated the sort, would have caused problems with INSERT performance because the insert rate to this table was relatively high. They were particularly worried about the load on the disk drive.

Following the realization of the extent of the problem caused by these two issues, rough estimates of the index overhead were made, and they decided to create an additional index containing the five columns, together with STATUS at the end. This new index solved both problems. The longest observed response time went down *from a couple of minutes to less than a second*. The UPDATE and INSERT transactions were not compromised and the disk drive containing the new index was not overloaded.

**Disk Drive Utilization**

Disk drive load and the required speed of INSERTs, UPDATEs, and DELETEs still set an upper limit to the number of indexes on a table. However, this ceiling
is much higher than it was 20 years ago. A reasonable request for a new index should not be rejected intuitively. With current disks, an indexed volatile column may become an issue only if the column is updated perhaps more than 10 times a second; such columns are not very common.

**SYSTEMATIC INDEX DESIGN**

The first attempts toward an index design method originate from the 1960s. At that time, textbooks recommended a matrix for predicting how often each field (column) is read and updated and how often the records (rows) containing these fields are inserted and deleted. This led to a list of columns to be indexed. The indexes were generally assumed to have only a single column, and the objective was to minimize the number of disk input/outputs (I/Os) during peak time. It is amazing that this approach is still being mentioned in recent books, although a few, somewhat more realistic writers, do admit that the matrix should only cover the most common transactions.

This *column activity matrix approach* may explain the column-oriented thinking that can be found even in recent textbooks and database courses, such as consider indexing columns with these properties and avoid indexing columns with those properties.

In the 1980s, the *column-oriented approach* began to lose ground to a *response-oriented approach*. Enlightened DBAs started to realize that the objective of indexing should be to make all database calls fast enough, given the hardware capacity constraints. The pseudo-relational DBMS of IBM S/38 (later AS/400, then the iSeries) was the vanguard of this attitude. It automatically built a good index for each database call. This worked well with simple applications. Today, many products propose indexes for each SQL call, but indexes are not created automatically, apart from primary key indexes and, sometimes, foreign key indexes.

As applications became more complex and databases much larger, the importance and complexity of index design became obvious. Ambitious projects were undertaken to develop tools for automating the design process. The basic idea was to collect a sample of production workload and then generate a set of index candidates for the SELECT statements in the workload. Simple evaluation formulas or a cost-based optimizer would then be used to decide which indexes were the most valuable. This sort of product has become available over the last few years but has spread rather slower than expected. Possible reasons for this are discussed in Chapter 16.

Systematic index design consists of two processes as shown in Figure 1.2. First, it is necessary to find the SELECTs that are, or will be, too slow with the current indexes, at least with the worst input; for example, “the largest customer” or “the oldest date”. Second, indexes have to be designed to make the slow SELECTs fast enough without making other SQL calls noticeably slower. Neither of these tasks is trivial.
1. Detect SELECT statements that are **too slow** due to inadequate indexing

   Worst input: Variable values leading to the longest elapsed time

2. Design indexes that make all SELECT statements **fast enough**

   Table maintenance (INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE) must be fast enough as well

---

**Figure 1.2** Systematic index design.

The first attempts to detect inadequate indexing at *design time* were based on hopelessly complex prediction formulas, sometimes simplified versions of those used by cost-based optimizers. Replacing calculators with programs and graphical user interfaces did not greatly reduce the effort. Later, extremely simple formulas, like the QUBE, developed in IBM Finland in the late 1980s, or a simple estimation of the number of random I/Os were found useful in real projects. The Basic Question proposed by Ari Hovi was the next and probably the ultimate step in this process. These two ideas are discussed in Chapter 5 and widely used throughout this book.

Methods for improving indexes *after* production cutover developed significantly in the 1990s. Advanced monitoring software forms a necessary base to do this, but an intelligent way to utilize the massive amounts of measurement data is also essential.

This second task of systematic index design went unrecognized for a long time. The SELECTs found in textbooks and course material were so unrealistically simple that the best index was usually obvious. Experience with real applications has taught, however, that even harmless looking SELECTs, particularly joins, often have a huge number of reasonable indexing alternatives. Estimating each alternative requires far too much effort, and measurements even more so. On the other hand, even experienced database designers have made numerous mistakes when relying on intuition to design indexes.

This is why there is a need for an algorithm to design the best possible index for a given SELECT. The concepts of a three-star index and the related index candidates, which are considered in Chapter 4, have proved helpful.

There are numerous success stories regarding the application of these simple, manual index design algorithms. It is not uncommon to see the elapsed times of SELECT calls being reduced by two orders of magnitude; from well over a minute down to well under a second, for instance, with relatively little effort, perhaps from as little as 5 or 10 min with the methods recommended in Chapters 4, 5, 7, and 8.